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Abstract Despite the existence of advanced functions in smartphones, most blind people are still using old-fashioned
phones with familiar layouts and dependence on tactile buttons. Smartphones support accessibility features including
vibration, speech and sound feedback, and screen readers. However, these features are only intended to provide feedback
to user commands or input. It is still a challenge for blind people to discover functions on the screen and to input the
commands. Although voice commands are supported in smartphones, these commands are difficult for a system to recognize
in noisy environments. At the same time, smartphones are integrated with sophisticated motion sensors, and motion gestures
with device tilt have been gaining attention for eyes-free input. We believe that these motion gesture interactions offer more
efficient access to smartphone functions for blind people. However, most blind people are not smartphone users and they
are aware of neither the affordances available in smartphones nor the potential for interaction through motion gestures. To
investigate the most usable gestures for blind people, we conducted a user-defined study with 13 blind participants. Using
the gesture set and design heuristics from the user study, we implemented motion gesture based interfaces with speech
and vibration feedback for browsing phone books and making a call. We then conducted a second study to investigate the
usability of the motion gesture interface and user experiences using the system. The findings indicated that motion gesture
interfaces are more efficient than traditional button interfaces. Through the study results, we provided implications for
designing smartphone interfaces.
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1 Introduction

There are 39 million blind people and 246 million
low-vision people around the world①. For these dis-
abled people, mobile devices have become indispens-
able, empowering them for both leisure and more inde-
pendent living. Mobile phones are the most commonly
carried devices by blind people in their daily lives[1].
However, most people in this user group prefer old-
fashioned mobile phones with familiar layouts and tac-
tile buttons to modern smartphones. Touch screen in-
terfaces in smartphones primarily require users to look-
for-interaction sensitive areas on the screen and that is
a major challenge for blind people because the inter-
faces on the screen are invisible to them. Existing assis-
tive solutions such as screen readers, vibration, sound
and speech output, are still not adequate or efficient
enough to deliver all smartphone affordances to blind
users. These interfaces require the blind user to memo-
rize and browse soft-buttons on the screen. Nowadays,

motion gestures have been gaining attention as more
natural and intuitive interfaces that support distracted
inputs and require less visual attention. We believe that
motion gestures designed to logically map the users’
mental model can offer more learnable and accessible
interfaces for blind people.

Most blind people are not smartphone users and they
are aware of neither the affordances available in smart-
phones nor the potential interactions available through
motion gestures. Furthermore, they have a slim or no
chance to see motion gestures performed by other peo-
ple. We were thus motivated to find the best prac-
tices to design the usable motion gestures for blind peo-
ple. With respect to this research goal, we conducted
a user-defined study where the participants were asked
to define their own gestures to invoke some common
tasks in a smartphone, and to mention the rationale
and heuristics for the gestures they performed. We set
three research questions for the user-defined study. 1)
Are motion gestures usable as mobile interactions for
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blind people? 2) What unique motion gestures do the
special characteristics of blind-users inspire for mobile
interactions? 3) What are the heuristics of gestures
produced by blind people, and how can these heuristics
be described as principles of gesture design for blind
users?

Using gestures suggested by blind participants in the
user-defined study, we developed motion gesture inter-
faces with speech and vibration feedback for browsing
phone books and making a call. The second study is
concerned with how the users actually experience the
use of motion gesture interfaces. In the study, the
participants used both a smartphone with motion ges-
ture interfaces and a feature phone with button inter-
faces to browse contacts and make a call. We then
analyzed the task completion time and errors using the
two kinds of interfaces. We also collected subjective
assessments and comments from the participants.

2 Literature Reviews

Studies related to our first study include the classi-
fication of human gestures, motion gestures for mobile
interactions, and user-defined studies. For the second
study, we presented related studies regarding mobile
eyes-free interfaces for blind people.

2.1 Classification of Human Gestures

Gestures are spontaneous movements of hands and
other body parts that people do to express their mental
images and thoughts. Gestures can convey communica-
tive information as speech[2], and they are performed in
parallel with verbal expression at the conceptual level
of communication[3]. Gestures serve as some cognitive
functions for communication, and they are performed
regardless of individual abilities or the impacts pro-
duced by the gestures generated. Even individuals who
have been blind from birth and have thus never seen
anyone else’s gestures spontaneously express themselves
in gestures. Studies have shown that blind people ges-
ture even when they are conversing with other blind
people[4].

Poggi[2] proposed a procedure for the generation of
gestures. Gestures are generated by taking into account
the meaning intended and the cognitive construction of
the gesture to be made. When people gesture to com-
municate some meaning, codified gesture is first consi-
dered. Codified gestures are gesture-meaning pairs con-
stantly represented in the mind and standardized by
repeated use, regulations and social conventions. Such
gestures are spontaneously shared and understood by
everyone. If a codified gesture is not readily found in
memory, creative metaphoric gestures are resorted to.
Evidently, these metaphoric gestures are generated by

mimicking daily human actions (i.e., biological) or by
the similarity in visual resemblances (i.e., iconic). If
the intended meaning is the information in a human’s
mind, gestural mind makers that can represent beliefs,
goals and emotions of the human mind are invoked. Fi-
nally, gestures are arbitrary when signals and meaning
are linked by neither a relationship of similarity nor any
other kind of relationship.

In the literature of human computer interaction,
gesture-based interactions have become a leading trend
in natural user interface development[5]. Studies includ-
ing [6] and [7] investigated user gestures for different
applications. Despite the general classification of hu-
man gestures discussed above, the gesture taxonomies
presented by user studies vary depending on the ap-
plications and users. Thus, in order to design motion
gestures for mobile interactions that are usable for blind
people, it is vital to understand the gesture producing
mechanisms and gesture taxonomy of this user group.

2.2 Motion Gestures for Mobile Interactions

The earliest system that uses device tilt as an in-
put mechanism was proposed by Rekimoto[8]. Using
device tilt as a 3D (3-dimentional) motion gesture, he
presented interaction techniques for several functions
ranging from menus and scroll bars to more compli-
cated functions such as map browsing. Today mo-
bile phones are integrated with a set of motion sen-
sors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes to detect
3D movements of the device for interactions. Motion-
based mobile interactions have thus become an emerg-
ing research interest to many researchers. Many studies
have proposed the use of motion gestures for distracted
inputs, namely, eyes-free control of media players[9],
map navigation[8], text input[10-11], cursor control[12]

and user verification[13]. We believe that these natural
and intuitive mobile interactions can be a benefit for
blind people. This study was thus motivated to elicit
the most preferable and ergonomic gestures for such
interactions.

2.3 User-Defined Studies

User-defined study has been a recommending and
maturing practice in human-computer interaction re-
search. The core idea of this human-based approach is
that users must be understood so that the system can
be adapted to the users instead of requiring the users
to adapt to a given interface. The major benefit of a
user-defined study is the higher likelihood of designing
interfaces that are easy to perform and to remember.

Many user-defined studies have been conducted es-
pecially for gesture-based natural interactions. Wob-
brock et al.[6] presented a user-defined study where
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participants were shown the effect of a gesture and then
were asked to perform gestures for commands in sur-
face computing. Inspired by the contributions of this
study that include gesture taxonomy and implications
for surface computing, many similar studies have been
performed for various applications and computing envi-
ronments. These include user-defined studies for device
to device interactions[14-15], surface and motion ges-
tures for 3D manipulation of objects through mobile
devices[16], human-robot interaction[17], free-hand TV
control[18], deformation-based interface[19], augmented
reality[20], and gesture sets for people with communica-
tion difficulties[21].

Kane et al.[22] presented a gesture elicitation study
where touch screen gestures performed by blind and
sighted people were compared. This study found that
blind people have different gesture preferences from
sighted people, and reported design guidelines for ac-
cessible touch screen interfaces. The inclusive design
guidelines presented by this study are specifically ac-
commodated to touch screen devices. On the other
hand, Ruiz et al.[7] presented an elicitation study of
motion gestures for mobile interaction. This study re-
ported a consensus of motion gestures to invoke com-
mands on a smartphone and presented a taxonomy of
motion gestures. However, the study did not cover peo-
ple with visual disability even though blind people are
one of the largest potential user groups of motion ges-
ture interfaces. Blind and sighted people have diffe-
rent visual experiences and daily activities that can
affect the expression of their mental images as ges-
tures. We identified the differences between gestures
performed by the two user groups through gesture taxo-
nomy and user-defined gesture sets, based on the pre-
vious study[7].

2.4 Mobile Eyes-Free Interfaces for Blind
People

Some past research studies have attempted to pro-
vide blind people with more access to mobile devices,

including smartphones and touch screen-based systems.
Kane et al.’s slide rule[23] provides a specialized touch
interface optimized for non-visual interaction. The
slide rule is a set of audio-based multi-touch interac-
tion techniques that enable blind users to access smart-
phone functions including making phone calls, mailing
and music functions. The talking tactile tablet[24] uses
speech and tactile overlay to provide audio and tactile
feedback to users. This system allows users to explore
a 2-dimensional (2D) space and provides feedback as
the user probes with a finger or stylus. Pirhonen et
al.[25] and O’Neill et al.[26] proposed eyes-free mobile
interfaces that use directional gestures to perform ba-
sic operations on mobile devices. Zhao et al.[27] develo-
ped EarPod using touch input and relative output for
eyes-free menu selection. Audio-based text entry sys-
tems were also developed by Sánchez and Aguayo[28]

and Yfantidis and Evreinov[29]. These systems allow
users multi-tap and directional gestures, and to enter
text on touch screens using audio feedback provided to
the user’s entry. Azenkot et al.[30] also presented the in-
put finger-detection (IFD) text entry method for blind
people. IFD uses the 6-bit Braille encoding with audio
feedback, for eyes-free text entry.

All these studies attempted to provide eyes-free ac-
cess to mobile devices using touch gestures. Indeed,
touch-based interfaces are neither the only way nor al-
ways the best way. They still require the users to have
good spatial ability and awareness of the device and its
interfaces. Motion gestures can offer simpler and more
efficient ways to interact in many cases, for example,
making or answering a call. By contrast with previ-
ous studies, our system provides eyes-free interfaces for
browsing the contact list and making calls, using mo-
tion gestures, haptic feedback and speech output. Fig.1
illustrates the summary of related work on mobile eyes-
free interfaces for blind people, and the position of our
study. Most of the previous studies were built around
tactile or touch gesture input. There is very little work
on motion gesture for basic mobile phone functions.

Fig.1. Mobile eyes-free interfaces for blind people.
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3 Study 1: User-Defined Motion Gestures

User-defined studies② were conducted to elicit user
behaviors to enhance the design process. During the
study, we explored motion gestures from 13 blind
participants. The participants were asked to perform
motion gestures that could be used to command the
available functions on a smartphone. We presented 15
tasks to the participants. The participants were asked
to use a think-aloud method and to perform gestures
in think-aloud protocol. They were also asked to sup-
ply subjective preference ratings for each gesture they
performed.

All the sessions were video-recorded and each session
took approximately one hour to complete. We made
clustered quotes of each participant from the video
transcript. A careful analysis was then performed to
classify each motion gesture designed by the partici-
pants. Each gesture was labeled with a corresponding
rationale and each was generalized to identify common
characteristics shared by the participants. For this pur-
pose, we adopted a bottom-up inductive analysis ap-
proach where we analyzed the specific cases of each
participant to identify common themes.

3.1 Participants and Apparatus

For the experiment, we recruited 13 blind people
from a local blind association (9 males and 4 females).
The ages ranged from 25 to 77 with the mean value
(mean) of 61 and the standard deviation (SD) of 16.91.
Three of them could see light and two could see objects,
but none of these were able to distinguish between ob-
jects. The rest were totally blind. Two of our partici-
pants were smartphone users. All the participants were
right-handed, and each was paid $10 for their partici-
pation.

We used a Samsung Galaxy smartphone to define the
participant’s motion gestures. Participants were video-
recorded while performing gestures and two experi-
menters took detailed notes for the think-aloud data.

3.2 Experimental Tasks

The tasks were categorized into action and naviga-
tion. Each was subcategorized into phone application
(e.g., answering a phone call or switching to a previ-
ous application) and particular applications (e.g., navi-
gating a map). We paid specific attention to explain-
ing some tasks like zooming functions in map naviga-
tion. For example, just saying the function zoom in
as for enlarging objects would be unreasonable for our
participants because they cannot see objects. Instead,

we made them understand that enlarging an object (an
onscreen menu or a location point on a map) on a screen
can help them more easily target or select that object.
Furthermore, two of our participants with low vision
used a magnifying glass. This encouraged us to include
these tasks. The experimental tasks we presented to
each participant are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental Tasks Presented to the Participants

Category Sub-Category Task Name

Action Phone Answer call

Hang up call

Ignore call

Voice search

Place call

Application Act on selection

Navigation Phone Home screen

Next contact

Previous contact

Application Pan left

Pan right

Pan up

Pan down

Zoom in

Zoom out

3.3 Procedures

We started each experimental session by explain-
ing the purpose and procedures of the study and also
the think-aloud method to the participants. Then the
participant was handed a smartphone and was asked to
perform a gesture for each task. The tasks were grouped
into three sets of similar tasks. For example, tasks for
normal use of the phone such as calling, answering and
muting a call were grouped into the same set. Because
our participants could not be presented with any visual
description, an experimenter read aloud the descrip-
tions and explanation about each task carefully.

Because repeating every defined gesture for confir-
mation was tiring, we did not ask the participants to
repeat their gestures. Instead, we carefully captured
the expressed gesture and tried to confirm each gesture
and rationale. After each group of tasks, the partici-
pants were asked to rate the gestures they performed
using a 7-point Likert scale to indicate their agreement
on the criteria (1 stands for strongly disagree and 7 for
strongly agree):
• The gesture I made is a good match for its intended

use.
• The gesture I made is easy to perform.
In order to assess the impression on using motion

gesture interactions of our participants, we added an

②Users are asked to define the way (with its reasons) to invoke a system function. The users are first depicted the effect of the
system function, and then asked to perform the operation that causes the function.
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item, “I would often use this gesture if it existed” on a 7-
point scale ranging from never (1) to very often (7). To
conclude each session, we asked the participants to sug-
gest additional use cases. If they had any suggestion,
we encouraged them to perform gestures for the tasks
suggested. The interview ended with the experimenter
asking the participants if they had any questions, sug-
gestions or comments. We recorded every comment or
suggestion of the participants for later analysis.

3.4 Results and Analysis

After detailed analysis of the data we collected from
our study, we presented the study results including a
user-defined gestures set, motion gestures of the blind,
physical characteristics of the gestures, subjective re-
sponses and open-ended use cases.

3.4.1 User-Defined Gesture Set

From the gestures collected, we grouped identical
gestures for each task and selected the largest group
as the user-defined gesture for the task. We adopted
Wobbrock et al.’s method[6] in order to investigate the
extent of agreement for each task. We calculated the
agreement score for each task using the formula:

At =
∑

Pi

(∣∣∣Pi

Pt

∣∣∣
)2

, (1)

where t is a task in the set of all tasks T , Pt represents
a set of gestures proposed for task t, and Pi is a subset
of identical gestures from Pt. The value of agreement
score of task t (At) ranges from 0 to 1. Fig.2 depicts
the agreement score for each task. For example, the
agreement score for “Answer Call” can be calculated
as:

AAnswerCall =
( 8

13

)2

+
( 3

13

)2

+
( 1

13

)2

+
( 1

13

)2

=0.443 7.

Fig.2. Agreement score of each task sorted in descending order.

The user-defined gesture set is illustrated in Fig.3.
Among use-cases suggested during the interview, we
included gestures for “Application Pause” and “Power

Off” in the gesture set because most of our partici-
pants performed gestures for these commands and there
was obvious consensus among the participants. On the
other hand, among the experimental tasks, gestures for
zooming (i.e., Zoom In and Zoom Out) could not be
presented in the user-defined gesture set. Although
the participants used similar rationales for creating ges-
tures, the gestures were still performed differently. Un-
like sighted people, blind people cannot have visual ref-
erences that are shared with others. Thus, different
gestures were generated as being influenced by daily
experiences.

Being encouraged to freely express the most inspired
gestures, our participants had the same preferences of
non-motion gestures for some tasks. For example, ges-
tures for “Ignore Call”, “Pause” and “Power Off” were
seen to cover or sweep the phone screen by hand with
the common reason being “stop the sound” or “finish”.
This informed us that the most ergonomic interactions
need combinations of different models optimized for a
specific context.

3.4.2 Motion Gestures of Blind People

We analyzed the motion gestures collected and
grouped the gestures into 4-fold taxonomic themes.
The themes include natural and intuitive gestures, real-
world metaphors, natural consistent mappings, and ar-
bitrary gestures.

Natural and Intuitive Gestures. As noted in the
literature reviews[2-3], some codified gestures are con-
stantly presented to peoples’ minds. Here the natu-
ral gestures we called are subsets of codified gestures.
These gestures are more natural than every other ges-
ture for the intended meaning, and the purposed mean-
ing can be inferred without learning. For example,
bringing the mobile phone to the ear for answering a
call, or bringing the phone to the mouth for making
a voice search is standardized by repeated use, and
thus becomes intuitive motion to everyone. Evidently,
most of the participants designed the same motion ges-
tures for tasks that have such codified gestures. In our
study, for making a voice search, 8 out of 13 participants
designed their motion gestures by bringing the smart-
phone to the mouth. The common reason for choosing
that gesture was described as “natural”.

Real-World Metaphors. For the tasks where codified
gestures cannot readily be found, the participants tried
to generate creative gestures. It is obvious that gene-
rating creative gestures is primarily influenced by real-
world metaphors which occur in daily lives. Blind peo-
ple are primarily influenced by what they do on a daily
basis. Gestures performed by blind people are linked to
their meaning by mechanical determinism (i.e., daily
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Fig.3. User-defined gesture set. Commands for zoom in and zoom out are not included due to the lack of agreement among the

participants. Blue curve shows front-back movement of shake, black arrow indicates state change of the phone or direction of movement,

and brown-bold arrow indicates the direction of rotations. (a) Answer call: bring phone to ear. (b) Hang up call: remove phone from

ear. (c) Ignore call: cover by hand. (d) Voice search: bring to mouth. (e) Call missed call: shake front-back and then ring phone to

ear. (f) Act on selection: shake front and back. (g) Home screen: turn back and front the phone. (h) Next: rotate flip along y-axis to

right. (i) Previous: rotate flip along y-axis to left. (j) Pan left: move to left. (k) Pause: cover by hand. (l) Pan right: move to right.

(m) Pan up: move up. (n) Pan down: move down. (o) Power off: sweep from the top to the bottom. (p) Axis legend.

action) rather than by the similarity of visual resem-
blance (i.e., iconic). For example, to navigate to the
home screen, half of our participants designed their ges-
tures to flip the phone screen back to front (i.e., undo).
The most common reason for that motion gesture was
“returning to the original place.” Also, being asked
to perform gestures for zoom in, some of our partici-
pants designed their gestures to continuously rotate the
phone up along the y-axis. Some others performed ges-
tures by raising the smartphone, tending to increase the
height of the device. For design reason, a majority of
the participants shared the opinion of one of the partici-
pants: “Enlarging an object is like increasing the level
of volume in a music player. It is increasing a level”.
We also noted that blind people tend to create gestures
when mimicking the normal use of different devices that
they use daily. For example, for panning tasks in map
navigation, one of our participants mentioned his design
rationale was to mimic the use of the cardinal directions
in his compass.

Consistent Mapping. In general, consistent mapping
is where opposed actions are achieved by reversed move-
ments. For example, if a rotate flick to the right is
gestured for “Application Next”, the gesture for “Ap-
plication Previous” is a rotate flick to left. In our study,
we found that consistent mapping was mentioned very
often by the participants as a design rationale for the
gestures they made. For example, while performing
gestures for “Hang Up Call”, one of the participants
flipped the smartphone forwards and stated his design
rationale as: “I flip the phone backward and bring to
the ear for answering a call. Then I will remove the
phone from the ear and flip forward to hang up the
call”. Again, some other participants were found to
generate related gestures for “Ignore Call” and “Place
Call”, “Pause” and “Power Off”, etc. We speculated
that blind people are more likely to use consistent map-
ping than sighted people to arrange tasks in more mem-
orable and accessible ways. This occurred more obvi-
ously when suggesting open-ended use cases and per-
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forming gestures for the suggested tasks. It is arguable
that consistent mapping is a way of grouping or relat-
ing gestures but not a specific type of gesture in and of
itself. However, appreciating this often-used methodo-
logy for creating gestures by our participants, we pre-
sented consistently mapped gestures as a specific ges-
ture type for this context.

Arbitrary Gestures. Arbitrary gestures are those not
linked to the meaning by either the similarity of real-
world metaphor or any other relationship. During the
study, we found that most of the gestures performed by
our participants were labeled with a relevant rationale
that came from their daily experiences. However, in
some cases, some of the gestures performed with a ra-
tionale were still difficult to infer without learning the
reason. We treated those gestures as arbitrary gestures.

3.4.3 Percentages of Gesture Types

Fig.4 illustrates the taxonomic decomposition of 208
gestures collected during our study. We classified the
user gestures by the gesture types discussed above,
namely, natural gestures presented in long-term me-
mory, metaphoric gestures generated from daily-life ex-
periences, consistently mapped gestures and arbitrary
gestures. As seen in the figure, most gestures are
metaphoric gestures generated from daily experiences.
Consistently mapped gestures also take up a consi-
derable percentage of the gestures produced. Most task
suggestions during open interviews came from consis-
tent mapping, including use cases to “pause” the screen
reader or music player, “resume”, “close application”
and “power off” the system.

Fig.4. Percentages of gestures included in each gesture type.

3.4.4 Physical Characteristics of the Gestures

Regarding the physical characteristics of gestures,
we found that our blind participants used large move-
ments of the hands to produce gestures, tending to
have high kinematic impulses. We paid attention to
the physical characteristics of gestures performed by
our participants and used the videos recorded during

the study for close analysis. We defined motions per-
formed using only the wrist as small gestures, and de-
fined those performed using both the wrist and the el-
bow as large gestures. Our participants were found to
mostly perform large gestures. This can be partially
due to the lack of feedback in our study which would
have confirmed that their gestures had been recognized.
Despite this, we speculated that blind people are more
likely to use large movements as they treat the move-
ments themselves as feedback to their actions instead
of visual feedback. In any case, it is still questionable
whether the participants will still use large movements
to create gestures when feedback is provided. We an-
swer this question in the second study.

Because the physical characteristics of gestures are
one of the main concerns when designing interfaces and
supporting sensors, we also analyzed the physical cha-
racteristics of the gestures in terms of dimension and
complexity. Here dimension means the number of axes
involved in the movement while performing gestures.
Single-axis motions include simple gestures like a flip
or a flick. Motions that include a single rotation or
translation are tri-axis gestures, and those including
both translations and rotations of the device around
its six degrees of freedom are defined as 6-axis gestures.
The complexity is concerned with whether the gesture
is a simple single gesture or a compound gesture that
is composed of more than one single gesture. Fig.5 il-
lustrates the percentages of gestures in each category
of dimension and complexity. The gestures tend to in-
clude more translations and rotations than simple single
motions.

Fig.5. Physical characteristics of gestures. (a) Dimension. (b)

Complexity.

3.4.5 Subjective Responses

After each session of the experiment, the partici-
pants rated the gestures they performed in terms of
goodness, easiness and frequency of use. Overall, the
participants gave the gestures average scores of 6.14
(SD = 1.069) for goodness, 6.26 (SD = 0.41) for easi-
ness and 6.10 (SD = 0.81) for frequency. All the ratings
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were found to be equally and relatively high. This con-
vinces us that our participants were very receptive to
motion gesture interactions.

3.4.6 Open-Ended Use-Cases

After the experiment, we asked the participants to
suggest possible tasks where motion gesture interac-
tions can be effective for them. We received consi-
derable suggestions from some of the participants. One
of them suggested “Application Pause” mentioning
“Sometimes I want to pause the screen reader of my
phone on the way. It is very annoying when I cannot
easily find the button to do that”. The same partici-
pant also suggested considering a motion gesture for
“Power Off” stating the same reason, i.e., the difficulty
in finding buttons. Another considerable use case was
proposed by one participant who mentioned “It would
be very great if I can define my preferred gestures for
calling frequently used numbers. Sometimes, finding
only 3 numbers for an emergency call is still difficult
for me”. Similarly, another participant mentioned “I
use my phone more as a music player than making calls.
It would be great if I can control the player using mo-
tion gestures.”

Once we obtained tasks suggested by some partici-
pants, we asked them to perform gestures for the tasks
they suggested. We then treated suggested use cases as
additions for the next sessions asking the participants
to define gestures in the think-aloud method, in order
to find design heuristics for possible tasks. After per-
forming a gesture for “Application Pause”, one partici-
pant asked “If I can pause the audio player, motion
gesture will be useful to resume the player”. The same
participant commented “Activating the screen reader
(i.e., Act on Selection) is like pressing the OK button
or the Enter key. So, having Cancel and Close Program
functions would also be useful.”

As mentioned before, most of the use cases suggested
came from relating similar or opposed functions, for
example, “Pause” and “Resume”. Through the inter-
views for open-ended use cases, we noted that our blind
participants were very alert to the possibility of motion
gestures for more accessible mobile interaction. This
awareness accordingly brings new potential and chal-
lenges to designers of smartphone applications and ven-
dors of smartphone devices.

3.4.7 Differences from Gestures of Sighted People

Ruiz et al.[7] performed a user-defined study for mo-
tion gesture interaction that was applied in sighted
people. Since blind people and sighted people have
different visual experiences, we hypothesized that they
would have differences in the gesture generation process

and in the gestures themselves. Because we could not
have full access to the dataset of the previous study by
Ruiz et al., it is difficult to do a detailed comparison of
the gestures between blind people and sighted people.
However, it is worth highlighting some significant diffe-
rences through the user-defined gesture set and gesture
taxonomy.

Gesture Taxonomy. Ruiz et al.[7] presented 4-fold
taxonomic themes for motion gestures in their study
with sighted people: real-world metaphor, physical (di-
rect manipulation), symbolic (visually depicting a sym-
bol) and abstract gestures. Indeed, symbolic gestures
and physical gestures primarily rely on visual capabi-
lity. Our blind participants did not perform symbolic
or physical gestures, and we could not include them in
the taxonomic themes of gestures. Instead, we added
natural gestures and consistently mapped gestures in
the taxonomic themes of our study.

Gesture Generation Process. In Ruiz et al.’s study[7],
for “hanging up the call”, the user-defined gesture of
sighted people was found to remove the phone from
ear and rotate the screen like hanging up the phone
receiver on a telephone. None of our participants men-
tioned rotating the screen for hanging up the call be-
cause they rarely consider whether the screen is facing
back or front. Rather, the majority agreement was just
“removing from the ear and putting somewhere”. This
implies that blind people may not be aware of some vi-
sually demanding actions that sighted people do. Also,
sighted people’s gestures were found to mimic the use
of a magnifying glass for “Zoom In/ Zoom Out” tasks,
and shaking the phone to “Return to Home Screen”
with the reason of clearing current contents. On the
other hand, gestures performed in our study were linked
to the meaning by mechanism determinism, for exam-
ple, drawing circles for zooming and flipping the phone
front and back for returning to home screen. Again,
Ruiz et al. reported that most of the gestures per-
formed by their participants were slight flips because
the participants concerned about the visual feedback
on the screen. On the other hand, the physical cha-
racteristics of gestures in our study were large move-
ments including more rotations and translations. This
implies that the differences in visual capability, daily
experiences, daily device uses and expected feedback
make differences in the gestures performed by blind and
sighted people. These differences are worth taking into
consideration when designing motion gesture interfaces.

3.5 Discussion and Implications

In this subsection, we discuss some broader implica-
tions of our results for motion gesture interactions and
mobile interactions.
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For blind users, one of the primary reasons for acces-
sibility problems in smartphones is the difficulty they
have in learning the interfaces on an invisible screen.
For the sake of the learnability and memorability of
motion gestures for blind people, designers should con-
sider consistent mapping where related or reverse ges-
tures are available for similar or opposed tasks. For
example, designing relative gestures for “Application
Pause”, “Program Close” and “Power Off” can make
the interfaces more learnable because they are more
logical to the blind.

As noted, gesture generation by blind people was
primarily influenced by metaphors from daily life, thus
we argue that the most usable and memorable motion
gestures are those designed to best reflect real world
metaphors from the users’ daily lives. This design im-
plication also indicates the need of the participation
of representive blind users in design processes. Also,
designers should pay specific care not to include ges-
tures that are unexpected by these users. As discussed
earlier, blind people are sometimes not aware of the
visual-based actions that sighted people perform (for
example, a gesture for hanging up the call). Designers
should avoid gestures including these kinds of actions.
Wherever possible, symbolic gestures and the direct de-
piction of visual objects should also be avoided.

Regarding the physical characteristics of gestures,
we found that our participants used large movements
to generate gestures so that their gestures were un-
doubtedly recognizable enough. With respect to the
physical characteristics of gestures performed by blind
people, the demand for motion accuracy should be re-
duced. This means that the gesture recognition and
the supporting sensors should allow flexible freedom of
movement to perform gestures for interactions.

The user-defined gesture set of our study also in-
formed us that the most ergonomic interactions need
combinations of different modals optimized for a spe-
cific task or context. Thus, various sensors integrated
with today’s smartphones should be used to support
multimodal inputs and outputs for the most intuitive
and natural interactions.

Recalling suggestions in open-ended interviews, ges-
ture customization is a very acceptable and beneficial
interface option for blind users. More customizable mo-
tion gestures should be available for simple tasks on
smartphones.

4 Study 2: Motion Gesture Interface for
Making Calls

In the second study, we investigated the usability of
motion gesture interfaces implemented by gestures sug-
gested in the first study. In this study, the participants

used both a smartphone with a motion gesture interface
and a feature phone with a button interface, to browse
contacts and make calls. The study was motivated by
three research questions: 1) Do motion gesture inter-
faces provide more efficient use of smartphones com-
pared to traditional feature phones? 2) What do blind
users actually experience when using motion gesture in-
terfaces? 3) What design implications can be learned
for smartphone assistive interfaces?

4.1 Motion Gesture Interfaces

Besides the user-defined motion gestures set, the
first exploratory study also provides some design in-
sights to consider when developing interfaces for the
second study. We identified three common guidelines
for designing the motion gesture interfaces for smart-
phones. First, feedback was provided to every gesture
the participant made. In the first study, gestures were
found to be created by using large movements. It was
questionable whether the lack of feedback affected the
gestures performed and if the participants still use large
movements for gestures when feedback is provided. The
interfaces in the second study were thus designed to pro-
vide vibration feedback or speech feedback to each ges-
ture input. Second, motion gestures were designed to
minimize the need for motion accuracy. This is related
to the first consideration. The physical characteristics
of gestures performed in the first study suggested that
we should allow users to have more freedom of move-
ment for doing gestures. Third, motion gestures were
designed, following consistent mapping. Understanding
the users’ reliance on consistent mapping in the first
study, we designed the motion gestures to consistently
map wherever possible.

Following the design guidelines above, we developed
a set of interactions that allow users to browse a con-
tact list and make a call nonvisually. The task selec-
tion for this study was based on the fact that browsing a
phone book and making a call are two of the most com-
mon and fundamental functions available on a smart-
phone. Although there are advanced functions available
on smartphones, even the most basic functions such as
receiving and making a call still impose limitations on
visually impaired people. These limitations cause other
smartphone affordances to be out of reach for visually
impaired users. We were motivated to investigate how
motion gesture interactions enable this user group to
access the most basic smartphone functions.

4.2 Participants and Apparatus

Eight participants (2 females, 6 males) were re-
cruited. The ages ranged from 22 to 49 years (mean =
28.37 years). Three of the participants were blind and
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five of them were blind-folded during the study. All
of the blind participants had participated in the first
study. Two of them are totally blind and one can see
light. All participants are right-handed. Each was paid
$10 for their time and effort for the experiment. Fig.6
shows the participant using the motion gesture inter-
faces.

Fig.6. Participant using motion gesture interface which provides

vibration and speech feedback.

For the study, we used a Samsung Galaxy Nexus
smartphone and a Panasonic EZ180 feature phone. For
the motion gesture interface in the smartphone, we
used custom software to recognize the participants’ ges-
ture and to perform corresponding functions. The cus-
tom software read the value of accelerometer sensor
on the smartphone and the sensor values were mapped
to the smartphone functions. The system was develo-
ped in Java Eclipse IDE (Integrated Development En-
vironment). All the experimental sessions were video-
recorded.

4.3 Procedures

Each experiment started with a practice session
where the two systems in the smartphone and the fea-
ture phone were explained and demonstrated. Fig.7
describes the interactions used, and Table 2 describes
feedback provided to each step of the experimental task.

In each trial, the participant started by browsing the
contact list. Contact lists were set up in the same order

Table 2. Feedback Provided to Each Step of the

Experimental Task

Step Feedback

Browse phone Vibration to let the participants know

book that the gesture is recognized

Next contact Speech — reading out the contact name

Previous contact Speech — reading out the contact name

Make call Vibration

Hang up call/home Vibration

screen

in the smartphone and the feature phone. The partici-
pants selected the contact name instructed by the ex-
perimenter by going next and previous. When the con-
tact was selected, the participant made a call and held
the phone for 5 seconds. They hung up the call after 5
seconds. The procedures occurred with the same steps
and in the same order in both systems.

The participants were allowed to practice on the sys-
tems until they could successfully perform the tasks.
At the end of the practice session, the participant was
handed the smartphone and was asked to perform the
experimental task. After completing the experimental
task with the smartphone system, the participant was
handed the feature phone and was asked to perform
the same task. The participant performed two trials
for each system.

During the study, task completion time and errors
were recorded for each trial. Task completion time
was the time elapsed from the moment the participant
started browsing the contact list until they hung up the
call. After all trials, participants were asked to com-
plete a questionnaire about the two systems. Partici-
pants indicated their agreement with three statements
about each system using 7-point Likert scale (1 for
strongly disagree, 7 for strongly agree). The statements
used in the questionnaire were:
• The system is easy to learn.
• The system is easy to use.
• Using the system is not tiring.

Fig.7. Motion gesture interfaces of making a call. (a) A flick gesture to browse phone book. (b) Flip motion to right is used to browse

next contact. (c) Flip motion to left is used to browse previous contact. (d) Flip backward to select the contact and make a call. (e)

Flip forward to hang up the call.
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The experiment ended with the experimenter collect-
ing all subjective comments and suggestions from the
participants.

4.4 Result and Analysis

4.4.1 Task Completion Time and Errors

Task completion time and errors were recorded dur-
ing the study. The participants completed the tasks
faster with the motion gesture interfaces than with the
button-based interfaces (F(1,7) = 8.761, p < 0.050).
The mean time for task completion by using the motion
gesture interface was 16.56 seconds (SD = 2.35) while
the mean time for button interface was 24.75 seconds
(SD = 9.17). During the study, half of the participants
started using the smartphone system while the other
half started using feature phone. However, there was
no learning effect or significant effect of the systems or-
der on the performance of the participants. Fig.8 shows
task completion time by using each system.

Fig.8. Task completion time for the two systems.

Overall, very few errors were made by using either
system. The difference in error rates between the two
systems was not statistically significant. The mean val-
ues of errors were 0.25 for the motion gesture inter-
face (SD = 0.462) and 0.50 for the button interface
(SD = 0.925) respectively. Blind-folded participants
made more errors with button interface because they
had less experience in using the feature phone. But
blind participants were able to use both systems with-
out any errors.

4.4.2 Subjective Responses

After the experiment, the participants completed
questionnaires about the two systems. Among the three
questions, “ease of use” was found to have statistical
significance (F(1,7) = 6.818, p < 0.050). Participants
indicated that using the motion gesture interface was
easier than using the button interface. The questions
for “ease of learning” and “less fatigue” revealed no
significant differences between the two systems. Fig.9

depicts the subjective responses of participants to the
two systems.

Fig.9. Subjective responses of participants to the two systems.

4.4.3 Qualitative Results

Following all the experimental sessions, participants
answered the questions about their experiences using
the two systems and any suggestions.

Motion Gesture Interfaces. Participants commented
positively on the motion gesture interface. They men-
tioned that the motion gesture interface was more natu-
ral, and easier to remember and to use. As expected,
blind-folded participants who are smartphone users pre-
ferred the motion gesture interface to the button inter-
face. Two of the three blind participants preferred the
motion gesture interface. One of them was neutral or
positive about both systems, because she was familiar
with the feature phone. One negative comment about
the motion gesture interface was that it would become
tiring while browsing many contacts. Furthermore, one
of the blind participants commented that grouping con-
tacts may be useful to reduce browsing time. He also
commented that the touch-fling gesture for opening the
contact book was very comfortable. One of the blind
participants also commented that he was never con-
fident when using a touch screen device, but motion
gestures would be useful for blind users.

Button Interface. Most of the participants agreed
that the button interface delivered slower response com-
pared to the smartphone system, and they had difficulty
in finding the buttons. Blind participants who are fea-
ture phone users mentioned that many buttons were
arranged on a small space and it was difficult to distin-
guish the buttons.

Feedback. One noticeable comment from all partici-
pants is that vibration feedback was very understand-
able and comfortable. In the study, vibration feedback
was provided to every action that had no speech out-
put. The participants mentioned that vibration feed-
back made them sure that the gesture they performed
was recognized by the system.
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4.5 Discussion

The study results convinced us that motion ges-
ture interfaces could offer successful mobile interactions
that enable non-visual interaction for blind users. The
positive comments about the motion gesture interface
primarily focused on its simplicity and quick access.
However, according to the analysis of the qualitative
feedback, we must declare that motion gesture inter-
faces are effective mostly for discrete tasks such as
“Make Call”, “Hang Up Call”, “Enter/Act on Selec-
tion”, “Cancel”, “Resume”. Therefore, for continuous
tasks such as navigating and scrolling, motion gesture
interfaces should be combined with other interaction
techniques that are efficient for supporting continuous
tasks.

Positive comments about vibration feedback also
provided us with insights for non-visual output in mo-
bile contexts. The use of vibrations can be extended to
convey rich non-visual information to blind users. Var-
ious kinds of information can be encoded in different
patterns of vibration. However, today smartphones are
usually equipped with only one vibration motor. We
hope that smartphone vendors will equip more vibra-
tion motors that provide richer interactions in the fu-
ture.

Regarding the issue of feedback and gesture size
from the first study, we paid attention to the partici-
pants’ gestures when provided with vibration feedback
and speech feedback. For this purpose, we performed
close analysis of each participant profile using the videos
recorded during the study. We found that most of the
participants performed small gestures when speech out-
put was provided (i.e., browse next or previous con-
tact). On the other hand, most participants (six out
of eight) performed large gestures when only vibration
feedback was provided (e.g., when making and hanging
up a call). Therefore, designers should pay attention to
the feedback type when designing motion gestures.

Finally, we learned that a successful assistive inter-
face is not only about usability and performance. The
users’ confidence and motivation to use the system, and
the users’ experiences while using the system make the
interfaces most effective. In our study, we found that
the participants were very pleased with the simplicity
and performance of the interfaces we proposed. During
the training session of experiment, one of the partici-
pants stated “It is very interesting, I will use a smart-
phone if I can control it this way!” Although motion
gestures are not always the best in every situation, our
study met a good match between task and interaction
techniques that suit the users’ abilities. This encou-
raged the users to use the system. Therefore, instead
of building the interfaces only focusing on knowledge

about the users’ disabilities, it is important to iden-
tify the users’ abilities and to find the best interaction
technique for a given situation.

5 Future Work

The results of this study suggest that motion gesture
interfaces are potentially useful and worthy of further
exploration. However, the limitations of this study re-
main in the number and diversity of blind participants.
Therefore, to further investigate more implications for
designing motion gestures for blind people, we will ex-
pand the study with more participants. Also, motion
gestures are neither the only way nor always the best
way in every situation for every user. It is very ques-
tionable if motion gestures are equally effective for aged
users who have less arm-hand steadiness to perform ges-
tures. We will thus extend the study with more diverse
user groups, more possible tasks and interaction tech-
niques such as touch gesture and 3D hover gestures.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted two studies regarding
motion gesture interaction in a mobile phone for blind
people. From the first study, we presented usable mo-
tion gestures for blind people for mobile interactions.
This study also brings us closer understanding of mo-
tion gesture creation process and gesture taxonomy of
blind people. Then we provided implications for mo-
bile interactions and motion gesture interfaces. Us-
ing the user-defined gestures and design considerations
suggested from the first study, we developed motion
gesture interfaces with vibration and speech feedback.
In the second study, we investigated the usability and
qualitative feedback of motion gesture interfaces. Find-
ings from the second study indicated that motion ges-
ture interfaces are more efficient than traditional button
interfaces. Also, motion gesture interface gained more
positive comments from the participants. Through the
study results, we provided implications for designing
smartphone interfaces.
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